whereas Korobochka affords it too much. Nozdrev is an apparently inexhaustibie generator of empty simplifiers, Korobochka, an incorrigible "filler" of them.
Thus, in her negotiations with Chichikov, Korobochka is unable to grasp that the "dead souls" stand for nothing at all. She is, in fact, unable even to parse the paradoxical phrase "dead soul," and seems capable of apprehending only one of its mutually exclusive terms at a time. The idea of a purchase that takes place entirely on paper is equally alien to her, for in her literal world, a purchase must entail the physical exchange of goods. As a result, she transacts for her dead serfs as if they were still alive, periodically running aground on the recollection that they are not. Her ruminations on their possible utility ( ilnd consequent market value) are punctuated, to Chichikov's even greater exasperation, by the objection: "The only thing that makes me hesitate is that they are, you know, dead" (52). 1 She is deeply shocked, moreover, by Chichikov's language-"What fearful things you utter!" -and seems aft-aid that his mere mention of the devil will cause the latter to materialize: "Oh, don't bring him into it, let him go!" (54). Simply put, Korobochka takes words seriously -too seriously. Chichikov eventually stumbles on the words -"government contracts" -that transform her contrariness into cooperation, but unfortunately for him their effect does not stop there. By invoking the authority of "government contracts," he has at last established the fungibility of "dead souls" as a legitimate concept. This, however, has the undesirable consequence of bringing the credulous Korobochka to town three days later, eager to learn the going rate for this (she now imagines) standard form of merchandise. In making her inquiries, she alerts the townspeople to the unorthodox nature of Chichikov's purchases, setting in motion the train of events that will culminate in his flight from the town.
If Korobochka's trouble is an exaggerated sense of signification, Nozdrev's is that he imputes no signification to words at all; he appears not to acknowledge a hard-and-fast bond between verba and res. He is constantly generating language with no apparent foundation in I. Except where noted, quotations from Dead Souls are taken from N. V. Gogo!', Polnoe sobranie soclzinenii, vol. 6 (Moscow and Leningrad: Ak. Nauk SSSR, 1951 ) . Page numbers are given in parentheses in the text. All translations from the Russian are my own.
